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Editorial

Time and Tune
HERE IS NO SUCH THING as a tunc without time.
In this curious age we are confronted on one hand by
melodies with so little definite rhythm that they resemble the boneless lower animal organisms and on the other
hand by an almost incessant riot of fascinating rhythms
Have you
which will for all sorts of notation measurements.
intricacies
ever thought how slowly man has mastered the

T

of time?

We

reside on the fifth largest planet in the solar system.

know,
In the endless ocean of the stars, in so far as any of us
the earth is the only sphere on which people nmy come together and discuss the awesome problems of existence. This
-* ""
oundless universe. How
means nothing lo the res'
old is the earth? Scientists tell us that its i
and three billion years. The matter of
odd billion does not seem to bother them
One of the first problems of man was t
of measuring time. Naturally ho looked u[

takes so many moments of eternity and upon this time space
paints a design in sounds to suit his artistic purposes.
The interpreter must reproduce this design upon a similar imaginary time surface. That i6 one of the reasons why
music must he always ono of the mosl volatile and beautiful
of arts. Without, time, n melody is literally impossible, a
mere meandering of tones up and down the gamut- The division of u passage into measures, and the measures into
groups of noles oirers an almost infinite variety of changes.
This calls for a creative mind with fine artistic lmlauce, and
it also requires interpreters with a definite sense of laith

time and rhythm.
First of nil. however, the interpreter, whether it lie a
little tot working with a first piece or a great virtuoso, must
have a clear conception of tone values. We do
not think, from what we have observed in
contemporary teaching, that nearly enough
attention is given to the fundamentally important matter of teaching pupils how to

made the discovery that the year might
be divided into three hundred and sixty-five
and one quarter days. Strangely enough, in
idly

In the field of rhythm there has been no
period in musical history in which so much
lias been expected from performers in the
negotiating of all kinds of complicated
rhythms. This is especially true of America,
where all types of trick rhythms, from Spain.
Russia. Hungary. Africa. South America,
and other countries, have been tossed into
a kind of musical melting pot to produce our

Die Mayan civilisation on this continent there
existed a calendar 613 B. C. or 2175 years
before Columbus’s first voyage. In this the
Mayans divided the year into eighteen
months of twenty days and added five extra
days to boot, or three hundred and sixty-five
days. Strange, very strange, dial they should
upon the same year length ns that in the

modern

hit

European world of which they were supposed
to

know

era*

APRIL. 1940

jazz, Contrast

any of tlio popular
and 1890’s of the
Annie Rooney: and

pieces of the 1870’s, 1880’s

Sweet Violets;

nothing.

Having divided time into years, months
and days, it remained for the time measurers
to divide it further into hours. For this, the
most used device for centuries was the sundial which could be made to fit astronomical
calculations. Man. then, needed finer divisions
of time and this made such an instrument ns
the clock necessary. The first clocks with
pendulums came in about 1657. Somehow the
world got along without clocks for over two
billion years. Only very recently has the
human race felt the need for the finer measurement of
time. After clocks, came chronometers, watches and metronomes, for music had to have a clock.
Artists work with surface space. Musicians work with
lime space. When nn artist starts to paint a picture he must
determine how large a canvas will be required for his artistic ideas. He may select a very tiny surface, a few inches
square, as do the miniature painters, working under microscopes; or he might select a surface seventy-four by thirty
feel as did Tintoretto for his huge "II Paradise" in the
Ducal Palace at Venice. The composer on (he other hand,
must paint upon a surface of fleeting seconds. That is, he

tittle

After the Halt type, with any one of a dozen
"hits" of today, and the vast rhythmic difference

is

at

once apparent.

"We," the

were brought up on
"counting aloud" and “we” have a feeling
that it was very beneficial. "Onr” teacher
owned a metronome, and, after much insisting upon her part, we were provided with
one. This was an immense help in regularizing and stabilizing our "time structure" or
"time sense" which was not naturally any too
good. One's

editor,

ime structure.” like a

steel

skeleton of a build-

ig upon which all the internal rhythms of the
measures are suspended.
How meter and rhythm developed is one of the most interesting historical aspects of music. In the sixth century tho
monks developed a system of musical notation known as
This

“neumes."

sufficed

to indicate pitch indefinitely hut
only feebly Intimated the relative length of the sounds. Later

the musical slaff was evolved and notes were indicated
by signs showing how long the tones were to be held. This
represented an extraordinary advance in musical methods.
Vincent d'lndy has pointed out that. ( Continued on Pane 278)
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Progressing
Music Educators Constantly

Don’t Fear Your Limitations!

to life as possible. Technical mastery, alone. Is
not enough for artistic performance. Only life
Itself can offer the key to moving interpretations.
In this sense, a performer, like the more cren-

By

'floats

^ art”'

phrasing. And do not be afraid to breathe.
The technfcal problems of singing present an
odd paradox. They must be perfectly mastered
and surely controlled, if all appearance of techical problems Is to fall away from the finished

Prima Douiia Hopranu uf
Metropolitan Optra

liie

ln the reality of the characters she portrays. A

Company
be accomplished by the right

Getting the Spirit
e sting

|!*1E!

was

example of such di-

singing

GiWo's

part

they were written, in j/oocofo
tones,
and nothing
more. Toscanini stopped her.

she hod

must

lug

fallen In love

give

this

tills

etfurt.

Her

Impression.

Tims,

the

meaning behind the written
indications must be the first
consideration in Interpreting

An

Interview Secured Expressly for

The Etude Music Magazine
by

STEPHEN WEST

breathless ecstacy is the key
to her singing of the passage: an unthinking emission
of mere starcalo tones, while

iitaiimi

uuiiiiuii

i

scale* must remain subservlenl lo the living
slgnlflcance of the music. Tradition Is, of course
valuable In helping to build one's conception
ol
what this living significance Is to be' but even
tradition may be overdone. The person who
says
"I once heard Melba sing that aria, and
no one

111

they would
OU. students ol ampin*,

Do

Music and Cull.

not < or

“

.

and serious artist baa something individual to
bring to a r6ie. no matter how different it Is from
another conception. For^that reason.jine^hould

^ ”'

,!L

But stop there Oo n«^U7 tojo
ia. ana ao nos or eat a
Ti

Tis Individuality That

ind Cults

be:

C

what they are. and
Accept foot gilts tor
to their mail:
diligently t“ develop them
capacity

Mel ha. Tile Intelligent, singer must he satisfied
to bring her own girts, her own interpretations
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very presence In the hall was chararlsrutk

he remained an

active

churchman

all

hu

ret
lift

warned that he could hardly nigged the «e«ence between “Home, Sweet Home and -Tsntn
Doodle": rurthermore, he hlmsell
was jer-Hnr
about displaying In public
his red and unlottalately bulbous nose Even so. he
«ai willing !c
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Story of the

Most Popular

Wall/. Ever Written

Hlelztng but In the Pratersirasse. not lur Irom
that old Danube, the smell ol whose waters had
been watted to his nostrils In his childhood. A
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m

German
the
Austria 'be/ore
originated
•'Anschluss" and was warmlp supported by the
deposed Austrian Chancellor Schusehnigg The
Baroness von Trapp tells the storg of this sincere
and accomplished famtlg In a wap which should

upon

different

keep their parts. Living deep
Salzburg, we depended upon
entertainment, and our best
singing and music molting.
>
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The Etude Music Lovers Bookshelf

of today. In the Jargon of Madison Square Garden. Mr. Levant never “pulls hts punches.
The first chapter, for Instance. Is a vivid “behind the scenes" picture of the great orchestras
nnd their “prlma donna" conductors. We are left
with the frightful conclusion that the orchestral
conductor must of necessity be a tyrant with a
disposition reminiscent of all the dictators, from
1'

Nero nnd Torquamada to Hitler and Stalin. The
conductors apparently work with their adrenals
as well ns their brains,

and have an arsenal

emotional dynamite at hand to set
Is

off

of
as the

the result of terrorism.

that the

life

of the conductor

Is^no bed'ot

camellias, became he may at any time confront
incipient Insurrecaons and even the suspicion
of sabotage bom of ancient prejudices and
sacred traditions. The remedy for this Is the

APRIL.
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Music ond Sfudy
Music in the Homi

Nicolai (Victor
wivtt „/ Windsor" by
of
Columbia bus Issued an album
M-3Wi. recorded
Folk Donees" 'sei
A.
Dunce Oriel under the direction of

who

1*

generally recognised os

U»

Musical Magic on the Discs
Edited by

readers ol the Etude. »
Elgar's Introduction

and

Allegro.

Tho

youthful violinist (Con
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Music and Study
4 Remember that association Is a poaer/ul
Imaginative stimulus In mcmorirtng 'Rut
not in music. Memorising music can be compared lo nothing more llterallg than memorising the multiplication table. II must be
esactlg “as Is 0’ it 1-5 not memorising t

The

clearly exhibit ihclr form, outline ond
general upbuilding. One observes this In a blue-

Successful Development of

1

'

moldy

print; In Uic unit ot design of wall paper and
linoleum; In the orderly arrangement of the lines
or poetry grouped Into stanzas; all of these give
shape to things and so moke one's grasp ot them

a Singing Artist

ample and help one to visualise them often Quite
accurately or permanently
In discussing musieal memory with an Internationally known piano teacher, he said In rela-

With Pertinent Advice

By

An

W

llnolcum-Uke It la. Yet beneath the unified rhythmic picture of this prelude, what we must hear,
appreciate and remember are the subtle changes
Of chord, the keys entered and approached, the
rise and fall of the melody line— In short, the

E

WERE SCARCELY

MORE THAN

SEATED In his so comfortable studio,
when my enthusiasm prompted the pertinent query, "How do you proceed to develop an

lo

c

„

a
2>r. e£**

'

tin:

Vocal Student

S^ Jo

Interview Secured Expressly fur

The Etude Music Magazine by JULIETTE LAINE

In convcrsnlion with tilts authority on piano
pedagogy. I said to him. "Do you actually leach
the memorising of piano music as a process for
as you have for the hand and the pedal’"
"1 help student# tn memory work as the Indithat where
receptive

It

the

memory

ts

can be improved,

not spontaneously
may be slowly but

surely." "But," lie added, "tile slow

and

It ts

deliberate

certainly very dependable."

Charting a

"It is too often

token for granted that the
to. or personally select, Is

work we are attracted

admire something and wish to engage therein
not enough. Nor Is it enough that we choose

Is

I repeat, has nothing tr. common with the carefully practiced charm or emotionalized gush that
singer's personality

must be of a sincerity that

career At least, not as a general rule. Some of
the greatest careers have been made by singers
with comparatively small, but correctly trained.

with big voices which will never go any farther.
because their owners Imagine the size of the
voice onsets all else.

Volume

Is

not all-tmporlanL

Neither Is range essential. Every day fond
mothers come In and announce. 'My daughter
cun sing high C!' As though that were a miracle!
•

"

"Why

not?’

we

reply;

so can almost everyone

"Or else the proud mama exudes that ‘Daughcan sing the F above high C In fortissimo/'
-To which we reply. 'Why not? 8o can the

ter

THE £T

1940
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Music and Study
IS COMMON KNOWLEDGE With most
church musicians that, in order to "arrive" in
servof organ playing for the
the profession
2.
ability in all such phases
one must develop
3.

T

I
ice,

of the art as:

The Hymnal,

4.
1-

Transposing,
Improvising,
Score Beading,

Accompanying,
6,

of facility that

study

Memorizing,

^

^

a good hymnal becomes a valuable
furnishes good practical mate-

boot and

An

Ideal

Organ Study Book

Gregory
books'aro available, among them the “St
“Chureh
Hymnal": “Now Presbyterian Hymnal";
Pension

Fund

Hymnal";

"Congregallonal

Qro»«>

Hymnal": and the "Mount Mary Hymnal."
The procedure is flexible and can be varied in
many ways, similar to the manner in which
etude ol Chopin
Isldor Philipp used to utilize an
by changing It* key. rhythm, and even

F. A.

or Czerny,

This

wonder

is

li.

0.

Thai Vila! Improvisation
and an art. as Hedlleld would

a science

at Its neglect by capable organists It Is
some Church services do no! furnish

true 'that

real artistic improvisation

would always be wel-

Uturglcal ^ceremonies there Is ample opportunity
for Inspiring extemporaneous pluylng: and yet
it Is In some of these that one hears the most
deadening, aimless chordlng and "filling in" with
nothing. Some of ii 1s distinctly reminiscent of
the silent movie days, when certain organists i?i

would actually hold one chord sounding on the
manuals while with the other hand they groped
about for a pioce of sheet music.
The best plan to follow with the hymnal. In
this case, is to select the favorite hymns, those
having B dlstlnrtly melodic line, and lo iay down
a definite plan for improvisation. Do uot introduce too many tricks of development at once;
litlon

or

firs l

movement, development
and so forth Write down on

sonata

section, sarabunde.

paper Just what you intend to do.
Here Is a sample plan— Hymn. Come Then Holy
Spirit. Webbo. Simple Hondo:

L Short

4.

t.

Introduction

i

suggestion of tune)

Hymn

tune again, slightly elaborated (extra

Hymn

tune solo in pedals, soft chordal ac-

companiment on the manuals.
(Continued on Page 26*)
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Mmic and Study
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NE OP THE MOST IMPORTANT

cl

In the art at violin playing la corn
manipulation. The difficulties whi

by the selection of o competent
very beginning. Errors once forme
corrected throughout hie

Means

of Correct

By
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Bowing

Gaining Keyboard Velocity

Through Touch Control
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FASCINATING PIECES FOR THE MUSICAL

IN

FANCY COSTUME
DANCE

HOME

Ui

OUTSTANDING VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL NOVELTIES
Words from the Nautilus Magazine

Copyright 1939 by Theodor*

;

Copyright 1939 by Theodore

]

TRY SMILING

JAMES

H.

ROGERS

Copyright oocorej

CHOOSE YOUR PIANO
AS THESE GREAT ARTISTS DO
IT CAN ONLY BE A

Ilalfimin
.

PIANOS

I

M

FOR LITTLE TOT PIANO PLAYERS|

APRFfi 1940

GULBRANSEN
jlmekicas ^maXteSi
Puuio '-faskionA-
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The Push Aceuhuimn
Organ Style

Upon

of

Playing

the Accordion

WINNERS*
TWO

DIVISION

THE CLASS

IN

THE ETUDE

Piano Solo
Composition Prize Contest
FIRST PRIZE— S250.00
GUSTAV KLEMM. of Baltimore, Maryland

SECOND PRIZE— SI 50.00
WALTER WALLACE SMITH of Johnstown, New York
Till, of

CotTpeUNo*,—

cm

^^

pW „, ^^.-5^,,

HONORABLE MENTION
STANFORD KINO

nwrely because they did not

the

ai

main-

*

(Continued an Page 2T7I

of

Roclo»o,

Rati.

L
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Yotl
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ill!

continuously until shut

therefore will run
of rewinding.
ing the nuisance

Time and Tune

ns

.

i"W™<

“y

"“

u
l *«”•
written with neumes. Even as late as die
»'
U,„
u .««, ,v«r. «»„„ or
,o o»i, tt,, „„
0 pmeticat
y
that it »ait was found
the tools ot me art.
progress
That too. marked
new

“T2 ™

but this
field

m

is incessantly

asked to consider

It

,

We

all k

a device

which our readers certainly should

artistically.

Musical Magic on Hie Discs

...

,
been
spriti/mg
The thousands of rhythm Imnds. that have
might be looked upon as an
in all parts of Uie country,

(Continued from Page 2321
of Moussorgsky songs which must be

instruclmn.
intuitive recognition of the need Tor rhythmic
We feel that teachers ought to give more attention to the
teaching of rhythms and counter rhythms. The "time aenae"
must course through our consciousness as the blood flows m
the blood stream. Tile widely admired Dalcrus* system of
eurythmics sought to combine the time sense in music with
our
observahowever,
in
»o
far
as
the dance. As a result,

lions have gone, the system seems to have done
art of the dunce than for the art of music.

Wc predict that the

use of the

metronome

more

will

become

more general. Musical instruction has long passed

far

the stage

a French writer. Etienne Loulie, described a type of metronome. This was merely a pendulum, a bullet on the end of a
string, capable of seventy-two indications of velocity. It
was not, however, until 1815 that the Dutch machinist,
Winkel of Amsterdam, combined the pendulum with u
clocklike mechanism and thus devised the Unit practical
metronome. Johann N'epomuk Marled. Beethoven's friend,
devised a similar mechanism and in 1816 started a metronome factory. His type of instrument enabled composers to
indicate more accurately the speed at which they desired
to have their works performed. Some of the composer*
(Beethoven included) were very careless in marking tempos. Maelxel, a Bavarian, who waa born in Rntlsbun (Regansborg ) in 1772. died at sea. on the American brig "Otis,“
in 1838. He was one of the moat picturesque figures of hi*
day. In addition to the
contrivances,

mechanical

metronome he made all
including a mystic chr»

iur which fleet hoven wrote his

. .........

He

has done
<

kinds

nual from Russia. Spain. Hungary.
Italy and Ausirla. The lady sings
ing organists. His performance Is
dear, rhythmically moving, and ex-

appreciated more in

ceptionally controlled.

ketches that

will aflord

emeruin-

has no pendulum and
rcport«d th“< "'v device

..f

Pj»r writing, prizefighting, 'football

H

n

Med
« «««*
:^\:z°r
fy R
rea "na jk com puser
or perfonr
c

is

arte

remarkable

flair

for

character!*.-

is

>y

Plugged

,

-

.

in

'

electric eurr

lighter

pieces

from "La Traviato."

Recommended: Melchior’s latest
and best recordings of the Forging
Song from "Siegfried'' and the Llebcsfrom "Die Walkilre" (Victor disc
Militaa Korjua’ brilliant perof the Bolero from "1 Vesprl SlcUlanl" and the Cavatina from
"Ernanl" (Victor disc 12603).
lled

2035

>

;

B

'

on the regular

fore' i tut

formances

Musics?

,,mi

'

“nstru^em

A

fortlcss singing. Dorothy Maynor's
performance of Handel’s 0. Sleep!
Why doth thou leave me and
Pamlna’s air. Ach. tch ftlhVs from
MoaartH "Magic Flute" arc almost
without precedent on a record. This
colored lyric soprano Is a Joy to hear,
and her recordings arc recommended our readers.

“

1

par. long enjoyed a brilliant career
In Central Europe. Recently, however, the lady found It necessary to

come lo America, where immediately
Columbia wisely engaged her for a
series of recordings- Her first Amerirelease, "A Muslcale of Contican

whidi

whhin

.

of the Don. To the Utile
and The Forgotten One.
The Hungarian soprano, Gltta Al-

player, a

toured America with these eontrivan
in Philadelphia.
Practically the only significant
advance in the met
Ctn u r>'
to ** *«»"< in the Franx "Rlerlr
1
lienrs about
the same relation to the old fs
metronome as the automobile liears
to the horse and

phonograph to dale
The album conand Dances of

from "The Fait at 8orotclUnskl,"
Star,

volume of Bach's 'Toccatas and
Fugues." played by Carl Wolnrlch on
the “Fraetortus" Organ, of Westminster Choir College, at Princeton, New

once lived

I T. 8

for the

Victor set M-030)

tains the four "Songs

“The Banks

for the

when slipshod methods were possible. The idea of tbc metronome is now nearly two and nnc half centuries old. In 1*96

Vittorio.

away with much ragged

and

troduced far more intelligently

idea*.

oi how futile has been the tremendous effort for
introduce phonetic speJIing. despite its obvious

advantages.

up

is

as assist in making rhythms
and mossy playing as well
more precise- Of course, everyone knows that after a piece
has been thoroughly tested and stabilised with the metronome. the necessary rhythmic variations, the accelerandos,
ad libs, the tempo rubatos may be inthe ri'tardandos, the

i.

new notation wiU supplant
unlikely, however, that any
proved adequate for two
which we now have, ft has
are invested in publications in
nturies Millions of dollars
and it is unlikely that this vast capital
;

that

this notation

untried

is

and

Metronomic discipline wiil do

types of

of these are very ingenious.

Many

“clicks"

the only instrument of its type in its particular

‘

The Etude

thus avoid-

custom

“”r““

musical notation.

off,

The whole system of

is very much more comprehensive than
or audible bents
fashioned metronome. Such an instrument
those of the old
practical value, which should
becomes a studio asset of real
and prestige. It is not the
soon pay for itself in pupil interest
or policy of The Etude to praise proprietary articles,

IContlniud from Page Ml)

, h„nt anv mt.ans of determining the length of
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Festivals
Ttip Successful

Development of a Singing Artist
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SPECIAL

SUMMER

COURSES
For Singers, Teacher*
and leginner.

MAY

13th to

SEPTEMBER

EmHent

14th

merthondising opportunities ore to be lound in Elude odrertising columns

JUILLIARD SUMMER SCHOOL
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Piano Teaching
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Practical

and

MARY BACON

MASON

Interestin’'

Foundation Material
for Piano Study

fl

Developing

Technic plus Musicianship

KDNAID WAGNtSS

The Bernard Wagness Piano Course
Preparatory Book
I'imiiu

lilt

most

modem
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